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1. Introduction 

Economic resources consist of services and natural resources (materials) taken from the envi-

ronment and they are employed in production processes to generate consumer goods, both 

services and material products. After numerous transformations all materials are ultimately 

returned to the environment. Hence economics is not only about using scarce resources to 

satisfy consumers’ needs and wants – as all introductory economic textbooks tell us; econom-

ics is also about a large flow of materials (and energy) from the environment through various 

transformation processes, called production and consumption, back to the environment. 

Conventional economic analysis always dealt with some aspects of that materials flow. Pro-

duction functions link inputs to outputs assuming, often implicitly, that the materials embod-

ied in the outputs are somehow transferred from the inputs to those outputs. Trade in materials 

and material products also captures a segment of the materials flow in that market clearing 

conditions secure the balance of material commodities given away and received. But on the 

whole, the economic materials flow is usually considered a rather unimportant and hence ne-

glected side aspect of economic analysis that is accounted for only to the extent deemed nec-

essary for explaining the production and consumption of positively valued (material) prod-

ucts. 

The interest in the economic materials flow rose when in the 1960s cases of regional water 

and air pollution began to catch the attention of the public. For the first time spotlights were 

turned to the end of the materials flow, to some of the numerous residuals discharged into the 

environment. Selected residuals were quickly identified as the culprits of the environmental 

                                                 
1 Helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper by Thomas Eichner and Kurt Schwabe are gratefully 
acknowledged. Remaining errors are the author’s sole responsibility. 
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degradation observed, and environmental policy began to react to emerging pollution hotspots 

like fire fighters do on fire alarm. Such an activist piece-meal approach is certainly unsatisfac-

tory. In their seminal paper on “production, consumption and externalities” Ayres and Kneese 

(1969) (A&K, for short) reacted to partial ad hoc approaches by making a strong case for a 

comprehensive approach with a sound theoretical basis consisting of two parts: a systematic 

study of the residuals-generating materials flow with its link to pollution and the concept of 

pervasive (pollution) externality. Invoking the law of mass conservation and its corollary, the 

mass balance principle (MBP), they argued that the problem of environmental degradation 

cannot be adequately assessed unless the complete economic materials flow is envisioned with 

due regard of the MBP. The residuals at the end of the materials flow are determined by all 

materials entering that flow as well as by all transformation processes in production and con-

sumption activities. The entire materials flow is therefore at the core of explaining environ-

mental degradation whose feedback effects on the economy take the form of large-scale 

multi-party externalities due to missing markets.  

A&K’s innovative contribution has become known as the ‘materials balance approach’ to 

pollution indicating that in essence it is a materials flow approach with strict regard of the 

MBP2. Ayres and Kneese together with a small group of contemporary researchers, most of 

them associated with Resources for the Future, were aware that they had launched a research 

program on comprehensive analysis and management of residuals and pollution which was 

demanding and a challenge to conventional economic methodology. After some 30 years it is 

therefore appropriate and interesting to (i) recall the origin of this program, (ii) shed some 

light on its principal implications from today’s perspective and (iii) give a tentative assess-

ment on how this research program has been received by the community of environmental 

and resource economists over the last decades. This is the aim of the present chapter. Of 

course, our assessment of A&K’s approach and its role in subsequent research will not be free 

from personal judgments, and the format of the present essay doesn’t allow reviewing the 

pertaining literature in an encompassing way.3  

In section 2 we recall A&K’s ‘revitalization’ of the concept of externalities for the purpose of 

studying economy-environment interactions and argue that their externality approach has be-

come the dominant environmental economics paradigm. Section 3 starts with observing that 

                                                 
2 Following Dasgupta (1982, 162) we maintain that the 'materials balance approach' is not really an approach as 
such but rather an accounting device based on the law of mass conservation designed to ensure that economic 
activities are correctly described. 
3 Among the major restrictions in scope are the neglect of applied work which ranked high in the pioneers’ prior-
ity list and the neglect of dynamic modeling. 
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much of the prevailing production theory does not adhere to the MBP. It reviews briefly how 

conventional production theory since A&K was amended to cope with joint production that is 

at the heart of the residuals problem. Then a production process with the option of abating 

production residuals is scrutinized in some detail. The consequences of imposing the MBP on 

this production technology turn out to be significant. 

In Section 4 the production-cum-abatement technology of Section 3 is applied in a simple 

general equilibrium model where pollution negatively affects the utility of consumers and 

production technologies. The characterization of allocative efficiency reveals that and how 

much the MBP matters. Section 4 also offers a discussion along similar lines on the impact of 

the MBP in an economy with a production-cum-recycling technology. In this case two differ-

ent kinds of materials are traced from ‘cradle to grave’ with the surprising result, among other 

things, that a product-design externality arises in addition to more conventional pollution ex-

ternalities. Section 5 summarizes the main messages from MBP-regarding materials flow 

analysis and gives some tentative answers to the question of how environmental economists 

learnt the lessons from A&K’s ‘materials balance approach’. 

 

2. "Production, consumption and externalities" 

Some 30 years ago a small group of US economists published their innovative conceptual 

studies on the links between economic activities and pollution: A&K (1969), Kneese, Ayres 

and d’Arge (1970) and the associated body of contemporary work conducted innovative 

analyses of residuals and pollution laying the foundation, in retrospect, for an important part 

of what is now known and well-established as ‘environmental and resource economics’. 

These pioneers’ core contribution was the new concept of pervasive environmental external-

ities, based on a materials flow analysis that fully accounts for the MBP. 

Their program was put forward clearly and forcefully in a seminal paper of Ayres and Kneese 

(A&K 1969) whose title we have chosen as the headline of the present section to highlight its 

path braking character. In a nutshell, its basic and at the time rather provocative message is 

that there are negative environmental externalities associated with the disposal of production 

and consumption residuals that are by no means exceptional, “… isolated and somewhat 

freakish aberrations” (Kneese, Ayres and d’Arge 1970, V) but rather normal, inherent, inevi-

table and pervasive. The present generation of young scholars probably doesn’t consider this 

message exciting at all, since in the meantime, externality theory has become and still is the 
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backbone of environmental economics (Pethig 2001). But for a full appreciation of the pio-

neers’ merits it is helpful to recall that it was not before the late 1960s that cases of regional 

water or air pollution began to make their way into the headlines of the media. Economics as 

a science was caught by surprise and started to search for convincing explanations and prob-

lem solving strategies. To be sure, the concept of externalities was known since quite a while. 

Yet it was assigned a niche for non-market interactions of small numbers of parties (usually 

two!) and for rather irrelevant issues like bees and orchards. Allegorically speaking, A&K 

kissed the sleeping beauty ‘externality’ and placed it center stage for explaining and solving 

large-scale pollution problems. 

Their innovative research program (to be discussed in more detail below) was not unani-

mously hailed in the academic community. There were those who insisted “… that the con-

ventional framework and tools of economic theory are ill-adapted and in fact irrelevant for the 

analysis of ...[environmental disruption and social costs, R. P.]” (Kapp 1972, p. 95n.). Such 

scathing verdicts on the potential of economic theory to cope with pollution were perhaps too 

coarse to be convincing. A more refined attack was launched by economists who appeared to 

be uneasy with the claim of holding pervasive market failure responsible for the pollution 

observed. They perceived A&K’s approach as a major challenge to the grand reconstruction 

of Adam Smith’s invisible hand paradigm in rigorous neoclassical theory (Debreu 1959). 

Clearly, certain deviations from the ideal model were acknowledged, e.g. somewhat less than 

perfect competition, but they felt the thesis of large-scale market breakdown and subsequent 

serious misallocation needed to be rejected. The vivid dispute on this issue has become known 

as the Coase controversy relating essentially to the empirical relevance of welfare-reducing 

externalities: Coaseans contended that bargaining among rational self-interested parties of an 

externality would continue until all mutual gains from bargaining were exhausted, i.e. until all 

‘Pareto-relevant’ externalities were eliminated. However, this conclusion presupposes well 

defined property rights and negligible transaction costs, a qualifier of the so called ‘Coase 

theorem’ that most environmental economists believed to be violated for pollution problems 

with large numbers of parties. In other words, Coasean economics doesn’t predict efficient 

outcomes when many parties, common property resources and hence high transaction costs 

are involved. It rather emphasizes in such cases the relevance of an appropriate design of in-

stitutions and public policy for achieving allocative efficiency. Thus, somewhat ironically, the 

Coase theorem turned out to reinforce the externality-cum-inefficiency approach to pollution 

rather than weaken it. 
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In retrospect we observe that the revitalization and redirection toward large-scale pollution 

issues of the externality concept has been adopted and refined by the vast majority of envi-

ronmental economists. The diffusion of this approach was quite fast, not only in America, but 

also across the Atlantic. Among the early European contributors and multipliers were Peter 

Bohm, Holger Bonus, F. R. Forsund, Karl-Göran Mäler, David Pearce and Horst Siebert. 

These authors and many others writing in the early 1970s explicitly linked their work to the 

A&K paper and to the related RFF research program, more generally. But after the first waves 

of perception and diffusion fewer environmental economists cited A&K in their work 

(Weinberg and Newbold, this volume). The fast and widespread adoption of A&K’s external-

ity approach by the international community of environmental economists probably amounted 

to 'voting by writing' more than to 'voting by citing'. Well established and broadly accepted 

professional methodology is usually not traced back to its origin each time it is applied. 

There may be yet another reason for the profession’s fading interest in A&K’s pioneering 

paper. A&K made the MBP central to their analysis and over time, A&K (1969) was probably 

less perceived as dealing with pollution externalities than as advocating the ‘materials balance 

approach’ which many subsequent writers were reluctant to adopt. This development will be 

discussed in more detail below.  

A&K’s main attention is not focused on the phenomenon of pollution but rather on its expla-

nation. No doubt, the identification of excessive discharges of residuals as the main culprit for 

pollution is a rather self-evident proposition and has probably been shared since long by many 

citizens concerned about the observed environmental degradation. However, A&K’s principal 

innovative message supported by formal analysis is that to understand the dimension of and to 

cope with pollution properly one needs to look at the generation of residuals in the framework 

of a comprehensive materials flow analysis that is in line with the law of mass conservation. 

Hence the central role of their innovative and demanding study of the materials flow calls for 

a close look at the residuals issue and its treatment since A&K. In the following Section 3 we 

will therefore take up the analysis of residuals generation and materials flow and will return to 

the link between residuals and externality in Section 4. 

 

3. Materials flow and production theory 

Before A&K was published, neoclassical state-of-art general equilibrium theory ignored re-

siduals altogether, not only the term but also the concept. This ignorance appeared to be ac-
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ceptable so long as environmental degradation caused by residuals was negligible. But as 

mentioned before, the number of incidences of serious pollution increased in the 1960s. The 

discontent among environment-conscious economists grew about the conventional economic 

production technologies that were perceived as becoming increasingly at odds with the real 

world. While one is willing to agree that simple assumptions are desirable, in principle, one is 

reluctant to endorse simplicity taking the form of naivety (Sen 1985, 341). 

3.1 A&K’s materials flow analysis 

To replace conventional production theory A&K suggested an innovative, comprehensive and 

consistent materials flow approach to the theory of production usually referred to as ‘materi-

als balance approach’. As is well-known the transformation of materials inputs into wanted 

and unwanted outputs is subject to the law of mass conservation.4 Material cannot be created 

from nothing and cannot disappear into the void. Essentially, the law imposes a material bal-

ance principle (MBP) on the entire flow of materials demanding the total weight of materials 

to be the same at all points along the materials flow. The special significance of the MBP for 

environment-economy issues is its implication that all material resources extracted from the 

environment, the ‘source’, eventually end up as residuals in the environment which functions 

now as a ‘sink’. Most importantly, the total weight of material is unchanged on its route from 

source to sink. Thus one can infer the weight of residuals destined for the sink from the 

weight of materials taken from the source: “The amount of residuals inserted into the natural 

environment must be approximately equal to the weight of basic fuels, food, and raw materi-

als entering the processing and production system, plus oxygen taken from the atmosphere” 

(A&K 1969, 284). 

To model production subject to the MBP, A&K employ a static general equilibrium model 

with linear technologies, i.e. with fixed Leontief input-output coefficients, and partition the 

set of all productive factors into the subsets of tangible raw materials and services to trace the 

flow of materials from extraction through all sectors of the economy back into the environ-

ment. In their linear production model unwanted outputs (residuals) are generated in strict 

proportion to wanted outputs (rigid joint production). The amount of a residual can be re-

duced if and only if its by-product, the wanted good, is reduced, too, along with all other raw 

materials and services involved. The linear technology approach applied by A&K doesn’t 

pose major problems for proper materials balance accounting, since wanted outputs as well as 
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residuals are generated in strict proportion to material inputs and other input services. Hence 

appropriate linear mass (or weight) balance constraints keep the analysis in line with MBP. 

In the real world, technical relations between material inputs, residuals and wanted products 

are much more flexible, however, due to technological options such as factor and process sub-

stitution, recycling5 and waste abatement and treatment. Production and consumption tech-

nologies offer a variety of ways to transform raw materials into final goods and residuals and 

to transform final goods into residuals of different characteristics. Many alternative transfor-

mation processes are feasible that differ markedly in the chemical and physical composition 

of residuals they generate. This flexibility of transformation through factor substitution and 

flexible joint production is of utmost importance for environmental management, since differ-

ent kinds of residuals usually differ in their detrimental environmental impact (to be discussed 

below in more detail) so that from a policy point of view one would like to push for changes 

of the residuals mix toward less harmful residuals even though their aggregate volume in 

terms of weight is unchanged owing to the MBP. By ignoring available transformation flexi-

bilities one would likely overestimate the severity of pollution problems. 

A&K are well aware of the limitations of their linear production model. They point out them-

selves that residuals production “… can be increased or decreased by investment, changes in 

material processing technology, raw materials substitution, and so forth” and that hence their 

“… assumption of unique coefficients … is not consistent with the possibility of factor or 

process substitution or joint-production” (A&K 1969,298). For overcoming this deficiency 

they envision a production model with a very large collection of alternative sets of coeffi-

cients. Subsequent studies, notably Ayres (1972) and Russell and Spofford (1972) demon-

strate that and how technological flexibility can be introduced in a linear framework allowing 

for “… choice among available alternatives for the production of goods and the transforma-

tion of the resulting residuals” (Russell and Spofford 1972, 138). 

Far more general assumptions on production technology, including linear as well as non-

linear production had already been employed in rigorous general equilibrium theory, such as 

Debreu (1959), but in the late 1960s this theory was hardly useful for anything but proving 

existence of a general competitive equilibrium by means of fixed point arguments. In contrast, 

                                                                                                                                                         
4 To simplify the exposition we ignore energy, set mass equal to material measured in terms of weight and nor-
malize the units of all kinds of materials to be equal to one unit of weight. 
5 A&K account for recycling in a ‘linear’ way but most of the subsequent literature on recycling didn’t follow 
their approach. 
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input-output analysis with fixed technical coefficients allowed for tractable applied work 

yielding informative results, although it was a rather new analytical tool in the late 1960s too. 

Given that state of the arts at the time, it was both well understandable and appropriate for 

A&K to follow the route of linear technologies. But during the next decades, innovative con-

structive algorithms for numerical computation of general equilibria and vastly improved 

electronic computing power have paved the way for large-scale computable general equilib-

rium (CGE) analysis capable to yield informative results. CGE models turned away from 

fixed-coefficients approaches to price-dependent coefficients (Conrad 2002) reflecting 

smooth non-linear production technologies that were most often applied in the analytical lit-

erature too. In recent years CGE studies have been conducted in ever increasing numbers in 

many different areas of economics, including environmental and resource economics. “The 

common approach in CGE modeling is .. to choose nested CES functional specifications 

which account for different degrees of substitutability between input factors on different nest-

ing levels” (Conrad 2002, 91).6 

Whether choice among different processes or smooth factor substitution is modeled does not 

seem to us a matter of principles but should rather be guided by pragmatic considerations. The 

point to be made is rather that the approach adopted needs to allow – approximately, at least – 

for the technological flexibility that can be identified empirically. The close relationship be-

tween both approaches is often demonstrated in microeconomic textbooks. Two or more dif-

ferent linear processes to produce one and the same commodity are shown to constitute a sub-

stitutional production function featuring convex isoquants with linear segments; and these 

isoquants become approximately smooth when the number of linear processes becomes suffi-

ciently large. 

In what follows we focus on smooth modeling of technological flexibilities not only because 

that is considered an appropriate approach by many researchers but also because bringing it in 

line with the MBP poses a greater challenge than activity analysis.  

3.2 Materials flow, when production is non-linear 

Factor substitution. The concept of smooth technological substitution has repeatedly been 

accused of not properly accounting for the MBP. Consider the Cobb-Douglas production 

function that is routinely employed in economic research and textbooks. With its isoquants 
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asymptotic to the axes this function allows for unlimited factor substitutability. Therefore it 

allows for asymptotic dematerialization of ‘material’ outputs which occurs, when the material 

inputs are successively substituted by non-material inputs combined, perhaps, with resource 

augmenting technical progress (Stiglitz 1974). But we usually think of material goods as con-

taining a minimum amount of materials per unit. For such goods, the Cobb-Douglas function 

definitively fails to satisfy the MBP. But it can be reconciled with the MBP by bounding its 

domain, the input space, sufficiently away from the axes. 

Just how wide or narrow substitution possibilities really are has triggered heated debates in 

the sustainability literature between adherents of weak and strong sustainability (Pezzey and 

Toman 2002). In that debate the dissent is mainly about the range of substitution possibilities 

between man-made and natural capital and therefore ultimately about the technical capacity to 

use substitution (and innovation) to offset environmental degradation. Clearly, the more lim-

ited substitution possibilities are, the greater is the impact of economic activities on the envi-

ronment in the long term. Hence concerns about ecological-economic sustainability vary with 

the assessment of the substitution possibilities available in the real world. One should keep in 

mind, though, that the dispute is about empirical facts, and that reveals vast informational 

deficits about the nature of economic-ecological interdependences. 

Joint production and residuals. Despite this dispute over facts, limitations in factor substitu-

tion don’t pose serious theoretical problems regarding its compatibility with the MBP. A 

more serious challenge is the role of residuals in conventional production theory. To grasp 

non-trivial residuals production one needs to invoke the theory of joint production that was 

already known and quite elaborate in the 1960s. Yet at that time its prime focus had not been 

on residuals and the environment but on the firm’s decision problem when marketable outputs 

were joint products. Two outputs are said to be joint products (by-products) when an increase 

in one output brought about by a suitable change in factor inputs is feasible, if and only if the 

other output is increased, too. Obviously, for environmental economics joint production of 

wanted outputs (goods) and unwanted outputs (residuals) is of particular interest. This kind of 

joint production is not an exceptional case but rather pervasive and inevitable. For example, 

when material consumer goods reach the end of their useful economic life they are bound to 

                                                                                                                                                         
6 Nevertheless, some methodological plurality can still be observed. For example, Faber et al. (1999) adhere to 
linear technologies allowing for discrete and costly process substitution in an intertemporal framework. 
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turn into residuals. Residuals also emerge inevitably during the production process of turning 

material inputs into wanted outputs. 7 

Debreu’s (1959) axiomatic production theory is general enough to include a wealth of joint 

production. Yet in this model’s general equilibrium there is no excess supply of products8 

destined to be discharged into the environment. What appears as a contradiction at first glance 

is resolved by observing that the residuals problem is simply ‘assumed away’ via the axiom of 

‘free disposal’9. It implies that if some firm generates an unwanted product you will always 

find another firm which is capable and willing to take over, at zero price, any non-negative 

amount of that product as an input; it is capable to do so, because due to the assumption of 

free disposal its production remains feasible with that unwanted product as an additional input 

and it is willing, because its profit-maximizing production plan is not affected by an addi-

tional zero-priced input. As a consequence, in Debreu’s production world there do not exist 

‘unwanted’ products that are generated as by-products of wanted products. All products are at 

least ‘weakly wanted’ (including all toxic wastes!) by some firm as a consequence of the free 

disposal axiom. This axiom is certainly at odds with the real world. 

It took almost 20 years before Bergstrom (1976) proved that one can drop the free disposal 

assumption without being forced to compromise on the generality of the remaining axioms. 

To assess the consequences of the absence of free disposal imagine first that there exist com-

petitive markets for all outputs irrespective of whether they may be wanted or not. Then the 

market clearing price of some commodities would turn out to be negative indicating that those 

commodities are ‘bads’.10 Since demand equals supply for all these bads, no residuals would 

be released into the environment at all. No doubt, this is a purely virtual world, first, because 

production with zero discharge of residuals is not feasible11, and second, because negative 

                                                 
7 For more details on joint production and its link to thermodynamics see Faber et al. (1998) and Baumgärtner 
(2002). For the purpose of the present paper it suffices to invoke the simple ‘folk theorem’ which has it that the 
transformation of a single material necessarily yields more than one output. 
8 More precisely, a necessary condition for a product to be in excess supply in general equilibrium is that its 
equilibrium price is zero (free good). But due to ‘free disposal’ (to be discussed below) there always exists an-
other equilibrium where all zero-priced products exhibit zero excess supply.  
9 Free disposal means that production is feasible with any amount of inputs of any kind (including residuals). 
Technically speaking, the entire non-negative orthant of the commodity space is a subset of each firm’s produc-
tion set. 
10 It is worth mentioning that the subsets of goods and bads (residuals) are endogenously determined in general 
equilibrium (Mäler 1974, Pethig 1979). In such an approach Baumgärtner (2000) calls joint production ‘ambiva-
lent’ since one doesn’t know in advance whether a by-product will turn out to be a good or a bad in equilibrium. 
As an example, waste paper may have a positive market price if its demand for recycling is sufficiently strong 
but its price is negative if people have to pay for its (mandatory) removal. Positively priced waste paper is not a 
residual for discharge but rather a valuable intermediate product for some downstream firm.  
11 Consider, for example, the case of burning fossil fuels. One would have to collect all 2CO -gas generated in 
containers and hand it then over to firms which somehow prevent that gas from entering the environment. 
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prices cannot prevail in an unregulated economy with an option to costlessly discharge bads 

into the environment. In other words, without effective enforcement of negative prices bads 

will be zero priced and their excess supply will be dumped into the environment. If negative 

prices are enforced, they constitute emission taxes, in fact, and increasing tax rates (in abso-

lute value) can be expected to reduce the excess supply of bads alias residuals (Pethig 1979). 

Although the rigorous theoretical development reported here took place after A&K, it is 

amazing how well Ayres and Kneese already understood the pertaining theoretical issue. They 

mention the possibility of introducing negative (virtual) prices in general equilibrium theory 

and also point out the “… underlying similarity of negative prices and effluent taxes” (A&K 

1969, 292, fn.24). 

3.3. Production, waste abatement and the materials balance principle (MBP) 

Flexible joint production with incomplete materials flow. Though Debreu-style set-theoretic 

production technology without ‘free disposal’ is intellectually appealing it is too general to 

yield informative results. Therefore, most writers in environmental economics employed dif-

ferentiable production functions that may be quite general, too, as e.g. in Baumol and Oates 

(1975) or very simple as in Pethig (1976). Many other studies have followed this route. To 

describe and explain environmental problems in a non-trivial way differentiable production 

functions must have a core characteristic: they need to deal with joint production of wanted 

and unwanted products. To fix our ideas, suppose now there is a production activity that pro-

duces two outputs, a wanted output and an unwanted (and environmentally harmful) one, with 

a given set of inputs whose quantities are fixed. The resultant mapping in the output space is 

well known as transformation curve. Quite obviously, a necessary condition for a non-trivial 

pollution externality problem to arise is that the transformation curve is positively sloped12: 

society can choose from a menu of good and bad things but to get more of the good it needs to 

swallow more of the bad.  

To illustrate this concept of flexible joint production in the simplest possible way consider the 

concave (and differentiable) production function 

( )
+++

= meYy ,, ! ,                             (1) 

                                                 
12 Here we consider only what we call flexible joint consumption. In case of rigid joint production, e.g. with 
linear technologies, and fixed amounts of all inputs the transformation curve would degenerate to a single point 
in output space. 
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where the plus signs in (1) mean that the respective partial derivative is positive, i.e.13 

0,0 >> !YYe  and 0>mY . In (1), y is the amount of a consumer good produced with some 

material m and with labor ! . By e (with e for emissions) we denote the amount of a residual 

generated in the process of producing y. Note that e is an output just like y although it is for-

mally treated as an input. In fact, (1) characterizes e as a flexible by-product of y, since for 

constant ! and m (1) yields a positively sloped and concave transformation function. Tech-

nologies such as (1) continue to be routinely applied but authors usually don’t pay any atten-

tion to the materials flow implications. To check the compatibility of (1) with the MBP let us 

assume the output y and the quantities m and e are all measured in terms of weight (see foot-

note 2). Suppose further (1) describes a transformation process in which m is completely 

transformed into the outputs y and e such that m = e + y holds. Obviously, this equation is 

compatible with ( )meYy ,, != , if and only if 1−=eY , contradicting our assumption 0>eY . 

The striking – and sad – conclusion is that (1) doesn’t represent a consistent modeling of the 

implied materials flow, it doesn’t trace and record all relevant flows of materials from inputs 

to outputs.  

We end up with the intriguing observation that (1) can be credited for taking up the concept of 

joint production of wanted and unwanted products in a non-trivial way but is not in line with 

the MBP, when (1) is viewed as a process of transforming the material input m into the mate-

rial outputs y and e. In what follows we will demonstrate that the mapping of the materials 

flow as described in (1) is incomplete by showing that (1) is consistent with an MBP-

regarding production-cum-abatement technology but represents that technology in a ‘trun-

cated’ form only. 

Production-cum-abatement with complete materials flow. To specify such a technology, con-

sider the technical relations: 

 ( )
++

= ymFy ,!      (2a)         ( )
+

= amHa  with ( ) 00 =H     (2e) 

 ymr yy −=      (2b)         0: ≥−= are y         (2f) 

ara =
1

       (2c)         mmm ya :=+         (2g) 

aa mr =
2

       (2d)         yrc =           (2h) 

                                                 
13 When upper case letters represent functions, subscripts attached to those letters indicate partial derivatives. 
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The letters e, ! , m and y have the same meaning as in (1). yaa rrr ,,
21

 and cr  are different kinds 

of residuals. yr  is the amount of a residual generated in the course of producing y (called y-

residual). 
1ar  and 

2ar  are residuals, called abatement residuals, generated in the process (2c) – 

(2f) of abating y-residuals. Since waste abatement does “… not destroy the residuals but only 

alter their form” (A&K 1969, 283) abatement residuals are bound to emerge in production-

cum-abatement technologies. Hence they have got to be explicitly accounted for. The abate-

ment activity as modeled in (2) uses material am  and the amount of y-residuals, a, to trans-

form a and am  into the residuals 
1ar  and 

2ar as determined by (2c) and (2d). Equation (2e) 

entails the information that it is technically feasible to use the material input am  for trans-

forming the amount a of y-residuals into 1a -residuals (2c). However, am  does not vanish but 

is turned into 2a -residuals (2d) when the abatement process is finished. are y −=:  from (2f) - 

with the letter e for emissions - is the amount of y-residuals left over after abatement and des-

tined for discharge into the environment. cr  is the amount of residuals emerging at the end of 

the useful life of the consumer good, called post-consumption residuals, for short. (2a) and 

(2b) model y and yr  as joint products, i.e. as two outputs generated by the same set of inputs 

( )ym,! . Through increasing the labor input it is feasible, for any given ym , to shift the output 

mix toward y. But the constraints on technological feasibility implied by the material balance 

equation yy myr =+  from (2a) are by no means trivial: Due to the second law of thermody-

namics, 0>yr  and [1,0]/ ∈∂∂ yy mr  hold, and for these reasons (i) the domain of F must be 

constrained to all ( )ym,!  satisfying ( ) yy mmF <,!  and (ii) we require 

[1,0]1/ ∈−=∂∂ myy Fmr  The latter property is why Cobb-Douglas is ruled out as a functional 

form for F. (2h) expresses the assumption that the mass of y is not destroyed through con-

sumption. The weight of consumption goods fully carries over to the consumption residuals, 

cr . 

In the present context our concern is not whether (2) precisely describes an empirically ob-

served abatement technology though the specifications (2c) - (2e) don’t seem to be implausi-

ble. They are primarily chosen for convenience of gaining conceptual insights. What is impor-

tant in that regard is that (2) adheres to the MBP and thus describes a production-cum-

abatement process that is no more and no less than a transformation process. The (only) mate-

rial input m is transformed in (2) into the ‘ultimate outputs’ e, 
21

, aa rr  and cr . Together these 
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four outputs absorb all ‘transformed’ material input, m, and don’t contain any substance not 

stemming from m. Since all material inputs and outputs are measured in terms of weight, the 

equations (2) take precisely care of the law of mass conservation. It is easy to check that this 

transformation satisfies the MBP: mrrre caa =+++
21

. 

Suppose for a moment, the function F is Leontief and H is linear. Then we would be back, 

essentially, in A&K’s MBP-regarding materials flow analysis. We will not pursue here any 

further that kind of analysis because of its unrealistic feature of abatement being an all-or-

none activity.14 Instead, we now aim at clarifying the link between conventional non-linear 

production theory as exemplified by (1) and its MBP-regarding non-linear (and differentiable) 

counterpart (2). 

In view of (2b), (2e), (2f) and (2g) one obtains 

 ( ) ( )yyy mFmmHem ,!+−+= .                       (3) 

Applying the implicit function theorem we infer from (3) that there is a function M satisfying 

 ( )meMmy ,, !=    with 01 >=
o

e A
M ,  0>=

oA
FM !

!   and  0>=
o

m
m A

HM ,       (4) 

where 01: >−+= mmo FHA . Next we insert (4) into (2a) to get 

 ( )[ ] ( )meYmeMFy ,,~:,,, !!! == .                      (5) 

which yields immediately  0:~ >= eme MFY ,  0:~ >+= !!! FMFY m ,  and  0:~ >= mmm MFY . 

Since the production functions Y from (1) and Y~  from (5) are qualitatively the same (after 

having added some conditions to secure concavity of Y~ ), equation (1) turns out to be a trun-

cated version of technology (2). (1) as well as (5) are ‘truncated’ in the sense that the proper 

technology (2) describes the production of one intermediate output, y, and four ultimate out-

puts, namely 
1

,, ac rer  and 
2ar , with two inputs, !  and m whereas (1) and (5), respectively, 

capture only the intermediate output, y, and the final output e. 

Taking into account that (5) is based on (2) closer inspection reveals a not so obvious differ-

ence between (1) and (5) which highlights the relevance of the MBP. Suppose for a moment, 

0>eY  for all 0≥e . It would then be possible for any given inputs ( )m,!  to arbitrarily expand 

the output y by increasing e – in outright violation of the MBP. An appeal to common sense 

                                                 
14 If any technological assumption was ever overwhelmingly embraced by environmental economists in both 
theoretical and applied work, it is certainly the notion of increasing (as opposed to constant) marginal abatement 
costs. The equivalent in our model is H being increasing and strictly concave in am . 
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suffices to concede that there has got to be an upper bound on expanding the materials outputs 

y and e when m is given. To make that proposition precise combine (2a), (2b), (2e) and (2f) to 

obtain ( ) ( )yyy mmHmFme −−−= ,!  with 01/ >+−=∂∂ mmy HFme . Hence e is strictly in-

creasing in ym  (with !  and m constant), and therefore 

 ( )mFme ,!−=      or, equivalently,     ( )meMmm y ,, !==              (6) 

defines the maximum amount of e that can be generated when the inputs are ( )m,! . With (6) 

placing an upper bound for e when !  and m are given, the domain of the function Y~  is not 

the entire three-dimensional non-negative orthant but rather a proper subset of it, namely 

( ) ( ){ } DmFmeme ~:,0,, =−≤≥ !! . Studies employing production functions of the type (1) 

without regard of (2) usually do not explicitly account for the proper domain constraint of the 

production function. Instead, they assume 0=eY  for large e, as e.g. Tahvonen and Kuulu-

vainen (1993). While a blatant contradiction to the MBP can be avoided in this way, 0=eY  is 

clearly an ad hoc assumption that is not in line with (2). To see that we maximize the function 

Y~  with respect to e subject to the constraint ( )mFme ,!−≤ . Since this constraint is strictly 

binding at the maximum, the Lagrange multiplier associated with it, say µ , is strictly posi-

tive. Hence 0~ >= µeY . In other words, the function Y~  exhibits 0~ >eY  on its entire domain 

D~  with all its boundary points ( ) ( ) ( ){ }mFmeDmeme ,~,,,, !!! −=∈∈ . We conclude that 

the ad hoc assumption 0=eY  in studies using (1) is not compatible with the MBP, if (1) is 

meant to be a truncated form of (2). 

According to (2g) the factor m is either employed to produce the consumer good, ym , or to 

abate y-residuals, am . (2) implies that for given ( )m,!  the amount of material, am , com-

pletely determines the quantities of all outputs: 

( )ac mmFry −== ,! ,  ( ) ( )aaa mHmmFmme −−−−= ,! ,  ( )aa mHr =
1

  and  aa mr =
2

,  with 

0<−=
∂
∂=

∂
∂

ym
a

c

a

F
m
r

m
y ,  0)1( <−−=

∂
∂

m
a

F
m
e ,  01 >=

am
a

a H
dm
dr

,   and   012 >=
a

a

dm
dr

. 

These derivatives show the impacts on all outputs of shifting material from production to 

abatement. Increasing abatement, or more precisely, 0>−= ya dmdm , reduces the amount of 
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both y-residuals ( )0/ <∂∂ ame  and the consumer good ( )0/ <∂∂ amy . It is exactly this effect 

that is captured in 0~ >eY . But the other derivatives above demonstrate that stepping up 

abatement has also an impact on each of the three remaining residuals: it curbs post-

consumption residuals and expands the generation of abatement residuals. These side effects 

are missing in (1) as well as in (5). It is possible, of course, to ignore the changes in 
1

, ac rr  and 

2ar  induced by variations in the net amount of y-residuals, e. However, given the technology 

(2) with its accurate mass balance accounting, one cannot claim that these changes do not 

occur. They are inadvertently and inevitably linked to expanding abatement. 

These findings suggest immediately that it depends on the impact on pollution of each kind of 

residuals contained in (2) to assess how appropriate it is to rely on (1) instead of (2). We will 

take up again and investigate more thoroughly this central issue in the following Section. But 

before doing so it is useful to briefly characterize A&K’s approach to environment-economy 

interdependence. 

 

4. Materials flow and pollution externalities 

4.1 A&K’s modeling of environment-economy interdependence. 

To identify the links between residuals and externalities it is necessary to treat residuals and 

externalities as two entirely distinct concepts. Residuals are materials generated in production 

and consumption activities that have no positive value for any economic agent.15 In contrast, 

an externality is present (Baumol and Oates 1988, p. 17) "… whenever some individual's … 

utility or production relationships include real … variables, whose values are chosen by others 

… without particular attention to the effects on … [that individual, R.P.]" 

In general, there is no simple, let alone linear relation between residuals and environmental 

externalities. Residuals discharged into the environment have the potential to change the state 

of the environment depending on the types and quantities of residuals emitted, on the loca-

tions of discharge and on the assimilative capacity of the environmental media at issue which 

in turn depends on past emissions. The link between residuals emitted and the state of the en-

vironment can be described by environmental diffusion models which according to Russell 

and Spofford (1972, p. 122) may be essentially thought of "… as transformation functions 
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operating on a vector of residuals discharges and yielding another vector of ambient concen-

trations at grid points throughout the environment". Residuals causing environmental degra-

dation with negative feedback effects on (other) economic agents are usually called ‘pollut-

ants’. 

A&K’s (1969, 291) still modern view is that the environment offers economic agents16 (i) 

common property resources, (ii) services to assimilate residuals and (iii) non-rejectable pol-

lutants (as disservices), and all associated exchanges occur without the moderation of mar-

kets. The latter two services are closely linked, of course. The environment’s ability to accept, 

dilute, chemically degrade and neutralize residuals, its so called assimilative capacity, is lim-

ited. When it is exceeded, residuals discharged into the environment cause ambient pollution 

that, in turn, adversely affects economic agents’ utility or production functions. The pollution 

is imposed on a large number, or even on all, individuals and those who release emissions pay 

no particular attention to the effects of that pollution on others. Hence an externality arises in 

the sense of the Baumol/Oates definition.  

A&K provide a formal analysis of the link between residuals, pollution and feedback effects. 

They extend their input-output framework characterized by fixed, unique coefficients (exclud-

ing process substitution and abatement) to account for environmental services and disservices. 

Yet their activity analysis makes all these services linear and turns residuals into pollutants in 

strict proportion. With great awareness of the limitations of their approach they provide an 

extensive discussion on modifications that would be necessary and desirable to capture the 

formation of pollution and its feedback effects on the economy in a more satisfactory way. 

For this reason and because subsequent developments opened a more convincing route of 

modeling the link between residuals and pollution, we refrain from discussing A&K’s analy-

sis further here. Yet it is worth mentioning that A&K (1969, fn. 23) hint to the theory of pub-

lic goods as a potentially promising framework to model the links between residuals, pollu-

tion and its feedback effects. In subsequent work, the theory of public goods has, in fact, be-

come standard for modeling pollution externalities. 

In what follows, we briefly outline a simple public goods model of pollution containing the 

technologies (1) and (2), respectively. Our main intention is to answer the question what the 

                                                                                                                                                         
15 In view of our remarks in footnote 10 one would have to distinguish between ‘residuals for further use’ and 
residuals for disposal’ (or between wanted and unwanted residuals). But to keep the exposition simple we don’t 
apply that terminology.  
16 A&K consider producers only but the impact of the disservice of non-rejectable pollution on consumers is also 
severe and has thoroughly been investigated during the last decades. 
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role of the MBP-regarding materials flow is when the link between residuals, pollution and its 

feedback effects is explicitly modeled. 

 

4.2 Production, abatement and pollution in a simple general equilibrium model  

Characterization of allocative efficiency. Denote by p an index of the ambient concentration 

of pollutants, called pollution for short, and define 

 ( )
0,0,0,0,

,,,
21

++++

= caa rrrePp      with ( ) 00,0,0,0 =P                (7) 

as the pollution that results from releasing the residuals e, 
21

, aa rr  and cr  into the environment. 

Clearly, 0≥xP  for caa rrrex ,,,
21

= , and we expect 0=xP  to hold if and only if the quantity of 

the residual under consideration is small enough to be fully neutralized by nature’s assimila-

tive capacity.17 Environmental degradation as manifested in p is now assumed to affect both 

consumers’ utility and the conditions to produce the consumer good18: 

 ( ) nipyUu i
i

i ...,,2,1, ==                      (8) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
+++−

⋅== meYpGpmeYy ,,~:,,,ˆ !!                      (9) 

Our simple general equilibrium model is completed by introducing the standard resource con-
straints 

 !! ≥≥ ∑ ,
i iyy ,   and   ,mm ≥               (10) 

where !  and m  are the economy’s fixed factor endowments. The next step is to characterize 
a Pareto efficient allocation of the economy given by (2) and (7) – (10). For that purpose con-
sider the Lagrangean 

 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]caapfii
i

i rrrePpypmeYpyUL ,,,,,,ˆ,
21

−+−+= ∑ λλα !  ( )∑−+
i iy yyλ  + 

    ( )[ ][ ] ( )[ ]meMmrmeMmHr aaaa ,,,,
2211

!! +−+−−+ ρρ  + ( )yrcc −ρ  + 

     + ( )!!! −λ  + ( )mmm −λ  + ( )[ ]meMmm ,, !−λ ,              (11) 

                                                 
17 We acknowledge the severe limitations inherent in static approaches to assimilative capacity and pollution. 
Many studies show how important the dynamics of economy-environment interactions are (e.g. Perrings 1986, 
2001, van den Bergh and Nijkamp 1994). However, the economy itself is also a dynamic system and yet, static 
analysis has proved to be an adequate method to tackle many (though not all!) important issues. 
18 A&K had addressed the negative productivity effects of pollution. To incorporate these effects into our model, 
we extend our technology (2) as shown in (9). In (9), the impact of p on production has been given the rather 
restrictive form )(~)( ⋅⋅⋅ YG  in order to link the present model firmly to the technology (2) with )(~ ⋅Y  as defined in 
(5). Obviously, the productivity effect of pollution can easily be ‘switched off’ by setting 1)( ≡pGp . 
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where iα  for i = 1, …, n are arbitrary positive numbers. Note that the equations (2a), (2b) and 

(2f) are not considered in (11), because the information they carry is already fully contained 

in ( )pmmeY ya ,,,ˆ +!  from (9). Focusing on an interior solution19 of (11) the relevant first-

order conditions are 

 niU y
i
yi ,...,1, == λα       (12a)       cfy ρλλ +=     (12f) 

 ( )∑ +−=
i pf

i
pip YU ˆλαλ      (12b)       

11 arpa Pλρ =      (12g) 

 ( ) eaamefep MHYP
21

ˆ ρρλλ ++=    (12c)       
22 arpa Pλρ =     (12h) 

 ( ) !!! MHY aamf 21
ˆ ρρλλ +−=     (12d)       

crpc Pλρ =       (12i) 

 ( )( )maammmf MHY −++= 1ˆ
21

ρρλλ   (12e) 

We now condense the information contained in (12). As a first step, we invoke (12f) and (12i) 

to obtain  
cr

f

p

f

cf

f

y P
λ
λ

λ
ρλ

λ
λ

+=
+

= 1 . Next we combine this equation with (12a) to turn (12b) 

into 

 

ˆ
ˆ ˆ1

1
c

c

i
p

pii i i
yp y p p p

p r p ii ii i
pf f y f y

r ii
y

U
Y

UU U
Y P Y

UU U
P

U

λ λ λ
λ λ λ

 
− +        = − + = − + + =             +

∑
∑ ∑

∑
      (13) 

In (13), 1 ]0,1[
c

i
p

r ii
y

U
P

U
 

+ ∈   
∑  since / 0p fλ λ >  by assumption (see footnote 19). Observe 

also that (12c), (12h) and (12i) imply ( ) errme

e

f

p

MPPHP
Y

aa 21

ˆ

+−
=

λ
λ

 which turns (13) into our 

central result 

 Q
P
YMP

e

e
p ⋅=

ˆ
,  with  
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MD ˆ:   and  ( )
1 2

1
:

c
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r eii
y
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U
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+   =

− +

∑
.   (14) 

                                                 
19 An interior solution implies, in particular, that it is optimal to abate y-residuals (a > 0). Therefore 0=mλ . 
Observe also that all economic variables are non-negative and all terms following the Lagrange multipliers in 
(11) are non-negative and concave. Due to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem all Lagrange multipliers are therefore non-
negative in the solution of (11). Unless stated otherwise we consider strictly positive solution values of all La-
grange multipliers except for mλ . 
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Clearly, (14) characterizes the efficient level of pollution from all residuals discharged into 

the environment. pMD  is the marginal pollution damage, and hence the marginal benefit of 

pollution control, consisting of two external effects, (i) the negative effect of pollution on the 

production of the consumer good, pŶ , and (ii) the impact of pollution on consumers meas-

ured by the consumers’ aggregate marginal willingness to pay (in terms of the consumer 

good) for avoiding an increase in pollution, ( )∑i
i
y

i
p UU / . The right side of (14) represents 

the marginal benefit of pollution [or equivalently, the marginal cost of pollution control] in 

terms of the increment of the consumer good gained through pollution [or lost through pollu-

tion control]. ee PQY /ˆ  is the marginal cost of reducing the emission of all residuals, while eŶ  is 

the marginal cost of abating y-residuals. If we multiply both sides of (14) with eP  we find that 

QYPMP eep ⋅=⋅ ˆ , where ep PMP ⋅  is the marginal environmental damage of y-emissions. 

It follows from (14) and the definition of Q that in case of 0>eP  it is true that 

 ˆ
p e eMP P Y

> 
 ⋅ = 
 < 

     if      
1 2

1 2

1 2

0 / 0 0,

0,

0 0.

a a c

a a c

a a c

r r r

r r r

r r r

P and or P and P

P P P

P P and P

 > > =
 = = =


= = >

          (15) 

The striking result is that the optimal control of y-emissions depends on the marginal impact 

on pollution of the emission of all other residuals, i.e. on the magnitudes of 
21

,
aa rr PP  and 

cr
P . 

Suppose first, pollution is caused by y-emissions exclusively )0(
21

===
caa rrr PPP . In that 

case the conventional rule of equating marginal damage to marginal abatement costs applies 

which is exactly the optimality condition in a model where the technology is described by an 

equation such as (1), where the materials flow conditions (2c), (2d) and (2h) are ignored, and 

where (7) satisfies 0
21

===
caa rrr PPP . But if at least one of the other residuals also contrib-

utes to pollution )000(
21

>>>
caa rrr PorPorP , an inequality sign applies in (15). To be 

more specific, suppose 
1 2

0 and/or 0 and 0
a a cr r rP P P> > =  which implies ˆ

p e eMP P Y⋅ >  due to 

(15). From (5) we know that eme MFY =~  and hence ( ) 0/1~ <+= omemmee AFMFY . Therefore, it 

is now optimal to abate y-residuals to the point where the marginal costs of abating y-residuals 

is (still) smaller than the marginal benefit from reducing y-emissions. In other words, it is now 

optimal to ‘under-internalize’ the externality caused by y-emissions because stepping up 

abatement increases the generation of abatement residuals that are assumed to contribute to 
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pollution. If however 
1 2

0 and 0
a a cr r rP P P= = >  and hence ˆ

p e eMP P Y⋅ < , 'over-internalization' 

of the y-emissions externality is obviously optimal because increased abatement has the addi-

tional benefit of reducing post-consumption residuals that cause pollution by assumption. It is 

worth noting that although the inequality ˆ
p e eMP P Y⋅ ≠  has the flavor of a second best out-

come the contrary is true: unless 0
21

===
caa rrr PPP  holds the marginal-damage-equals-

marginal-abatement-cost rule fails to implement an efficient allocation, in general. Observe 

also, that owing to (12c) – (12e) optimality requires, in general, to deviate from the well-

known marginal-productivity-equals-factor-(shadow)-price rule. 

Recall that in the preceding discussion we assumed abatement of y-residuals (a > 0) to be op-

timal (footnote 19). It is an interesting question to ask whether a solution of (11) is feasible 

with 0>mλ  and therefore 0== ama . Suppose for a moment (which has been shown in Sec-

tion 3.3 to be wrong) that 0ˆ =eY  for all e satisfying (6). By making appropriate use of the 

Kuhn-Tucker conditions we can then readily show that zero abatement must always be subop-

timal. Yet with 0ˆ >eY  for all boundary points (a = 0) it can be proved by careful inspection of 

the Kuhn-Tucker conditions that zero abatement may be optimal. This outcome is the more 

likely, ceteris paribus, the greater is the marginal pollution from the other residuals.  

4.3 Production-cum-recycling and pollution  

Besides abatement, recycling is another process of materials transformation that is of great 

relevance for residuals management. We therefore extend our analysis now to model recy-

cling whith our main attention focussed on the implications of material balance accounting. 

More specifically, drawing on Eichner and Pethig (2001a, 2001b) we consider the production 

technology 

  ( )nmFy y ,,!=     (18a)          yrc =       (18f) 

  ( )vVv !=       (18b)          ynmy +=      (18g) 

  ( )css rqSs ,,!=     (18c)          yy nnr −=      (18h) 

  ymq /:=       (18d)          csres =+      (18i) 

  svm +=       (18e)          ccs rr =       (18j) 
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(18a) describes the production of the consumer good by means of labor, y! , and two different 

kinds of materials, called m-material and n-material. (Recall that in (2) we dealt with one kind 

of material only). The m-material is completely embodied in output y along the amount yn  of 

the n-material, (18g). The difference, ynn − , is an y-residual20, (18h). As a consequence, the 

consumer good consists of a material mix conveniently measured by q [1,0]∈ , (18d), which 

represents the content of m-material per unit of the consumer good. For short, we will refer to 

q as material content. (18b) describes the extraction of m-material (with v for virgin material) 

using labor as an input. (18c) specifies the recovery of m-material, s, (with s for secondary 

material) from consumption residuals, csr , and labor, s! . Virgin and secondary m-material is 

homogenous, (18e). (18e) – (18i) serve to satisfy the MBP. A quick consistency check of (18) 

reveals that yy nnr −=  and yyccs nvsnmsyqqysysrsre +=−+=−−+=−=−=−= )1( . 

Hence in total, the amounts n and v of the n- and m-materials, respectively, are ultimately dis-

charged into the environment. The ‘throughput’ of m-materials turns out to be equal to the 

amount of virgin m-material, v, and v is the smaller, ceteris paribus, the more m-material is 

recovered in the recycling process. The model is thus shown to keep track of both kinds of 

materials ‘from cradle to grave’. 

The inclusion of the variable q (material content) as an argument in the recycling function, S, 

is necessary for correct materials balance accounting. To see that, consider some quantities 
oo

s
o

cs sr ,, !  and [1,0]∈oq  such that ( )o
cs

oo
s

o rqSs ,,!=  and oo
cs

o srq = . If we would set 0≡qS  

for all q, we would have ( )o
cs

o
s

o rqSs ,,!=  for all oqq < . But choosing some oqq <1  implies 

o
cs

ooo
cs rqsrqs =<= 11 : . Hence the production technology (18c) violates the law of mass con-

servation unless 0>qS  holds.21 With slight modifications to our procedure in Section 4.2 

(notably the endogenization of labor) we now complete the model by adding the (self-

explanatory) equations 

 ( )
+−−

= ii
i

i ypUu ,,! , ( )
++

= yrePp , , ∑≥
i iyy , yvsi i !!!! ++≥∑ ,  nn ≥ .     (19) 

An efficient allocation of the recycling economy (18) and (19) can be characterized by solv-

ing the associated Lagrangean defined analogous to (11) in Section 4.2. If an interior solution 

                                                 
20 Setting 0≡yr  would make both materials perfect substitutes. Apart from the limiting case of indifference 
production efficiency would then imply to use one of them only. 
21 Quite obviously, raising q facilitates recycling. Fullerton and Wu (1998) modeled a similar idea by introducing 
a variable into the recycling function for the ease of disassembling residuals or for ‘recyclability’ as they term it. 
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to this Lagrangean exists22 , 23, we show by using standard arguments that the solution satis-

fies24 

 011 >−=∑
!!! VSU

PU
i i

e
i
p ,                       (20) 

 01 >−=+∑
!!!! VF

F
yS
S

U
PU

mq
i i

r
i
p y .                     (21) 

According to (20) it is optimal to reduce recycling residuals, e, to the level where the induced 

marginal environmental benefit (right side of (20)) equals the difference between marginal 

labor cost of secondary material and marginal labor cost of virgin material. This difference is 

a wedge between marginal labor productivities in two different production processes for gen-

erating one and the same homogeneous product. When looking at this wedge in isolation it 

constitutes an inefficiency in the allocation of labor, since we can increase aggregate material 

output, v + s, quite obviously, by shifting some labor input from secondary material produc-

tion to virgin material production. The wedge on the right side of (20) represents the marginal 

costs of reducing recycling materials caused by ‘over-expanding’ the production of secondary 

material. Likewise, the right side of (21) constitutes the marginal costs of reducing production 

residuals. These marginal costs are equal to the difference between marginal labor costs of m-

material in the production of y, !FFm / , and marginal labor costs of m-material extraction, 

!V/1 . Like the right side of (20) discussed above, this difference also consists of a ‘production 

distortion’ or wedge. The left side of (21) contains the associated total marginal benefit of 

reducing production residuals: the marginal environmental damage avoided plus the value of 

an increase in production of secondary material induced by a small increase in material con-

tent, q. 

Consider now an unregulated market economy where producers and recyclers are independent 

profit maximizers and suppose, all agents face a uniform wage rate as well as a uniform price 

for virgin and secondary m-material. There is no direct or indirect market for material content. 

                                                                                                                                                         
However, in contrast to the ‘material content’ in our present model, the ‘recyclability’ in Fullerton and Wu 
(1998) is not related to the materials flow at all.  
22 We note in passing that the inclusion of material content, q, as an endogenous variable renders the constrained 
maximization problem non-concave and hence jeopardizes the existence of a solution. This is not a trivial, purely 
technical observation, since after all, it was necessary to include q in order to satisfy the MBP. 
23 Analogous to our previous discussion on abatement, a boundary solution with zero recycling may be optimal. 
This scenario applies when the environmental damage caused by releasing recycling residuals is sufficiently 
great as compared to the damage caused by releasing consumption residuals (on the assumption that consump-
tion residuals are directly discharged rather than used as recycling inputs).  
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Straightforward calculations show that the associated general competitive equilibrium exhibits 

!FFm /  = !V/1  and !! VS = , which is an obvious violation of (20) and (21). When we assume 

0≡=
yre PP , (20) is not violated anymore in equilibrium but (21) still is. In other words, apart 

from the pollution externalities that emerge when 0>
yrP  or 0>eP  there is an additional effi-

ciency-reducing externality at work caused by the material content, q. Since q is an attribute 

of the consumer good determined by its producer, we refer to that externality as product de-

sign externality. In choosing the material content of the consumer good the producer is led by 

minimization of his or her private costs without paying any attention to the needs or wants of 

the recycler. But the material content of the consumer good as fixed by the producer is an 

attribute of the consumption residuals, too, and hence also an attribute of the recycler’s re-

siduals input, csr . Although the material content of csr  is not among the recycler’s decision 

variables, it has an impact on the productivity of recycling through 0>gS , nonetheless. It 

follows that a socially optimal level of q must be a ‘green product design’ that compromises 

between the interests of the producer and the recycler. 

To sum up, as an implication of describing the materials flow correctly we found that up-

stream decisions on the quantities, the composition and transformation of materials have 

downstream consequences not all of which competitive markets cope with in an efficient way. 

Moreover, the identification of the product design externality demonstrates that besides pollu-

tion externalities other externalities may also be linked to the materials flow, when the MBP 

is duly taken into account. 

 

5. Did environmental economists learn A&K’s lessons? 

With a synoptic view on our preceding discussion and with A&K’s analysis as a base line we 

now summarize what we believe are the three principal messages of the materials flow ap-

proach to pollution and add a few comments on whether and how subsequent writing in envi-

ronmental economics dealt with this research program launched by A&K some thirty years 

ago. 

                                                                                                                                                         
24 Recall that we set all weight coefficients equal to unity. This is the reason why (20) and (21) appear to be 
inconsistent in dimensions, at first glance. 
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(I): The concept of externality is an appropriate and powerful device to capture the economy-

environment interdependence created by the discharge of residuals, the resulting environ-

mental degradation and its feedback effects on the economy. 

The question whether the profession learnt this lesson has been answered already in the af-

firmative in Section 2. A&K argued convincingly that the crucial link between residuals dis-

charge and pollution externalities is the assimilative capacity of the environment that depends 

on the kind of residuals, the kind of environmental medium used as a receptor of residuals, its 

location, and on the load of past residuals emissions already accumulated in that medium. Yet 

their ‘linear’ approach provided only limited insight in the complexity of the essentially ‘non-

linear’ relationship between residuals and externalities. Therefore, it doesn’t seem unfair to 

say that as far as their formal model is concerned, A&K didn’t provide a completely satisfac-

tory foundation for their sound and basic message that pollution externalities are normal, in-

herent, inevitable and pervasive. But invoking the law of mass conservation as an honorable, 

non-partisan and unsuspected witness, they certainly convinced the profession that it is the 

unwanted residuals that are normal, inherent, inevitable and pervasive. Subsequent concep-

tual and applied work greatly improved our understanding of the interface between the econ-

omy and the environment. Yet it seems to us that the direction taken by the profession was 

essentially to elaborate on the research program envisioned by A&K. 

Looking further ahead in the future a slight caveat may be in order regarding the role of the 

externality concept. Although we think the externality perspective is still the backbone of en-

vironmental and resource economics, some contributors to the analysis of long-term effects 

and sustainability challenge this view and call for restrictions in the use of environmental ser-

vices by invoking a precautionary principle that ought to be adhered to irrespective of whether 

an externality is to be internalized or not. This ongoing discussion may have the potential to 

change our perception of the central role of externalities. But a detailed discussion of this con-

troversial and complex issue is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

(II): The ‘materials balance approach to pollution’ requires to analyze joint production and 

externalities in a general equilibrium framework. 

Since residuals are inherent, significant in size and pervasive in all economic sectors, residu-

als analysis and management affects all economic sectors and triggers repercussions in many 

sectors. Likewise, the feedback effects of environmental degradation on the economy have an 

impact on many economic agents and sectors. A&K deserve the merit for having made that 

point forcefully by presenting their analysis in a general equilibrium framework.  
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In our view, such a general equilibrium analysis is an adequate and necessary method for ma-

terials flow analysis. This thesis may come as a surprise, at first glance, because the notion of 

materials flow has a dynamic (time) dimension to it while the equilibrium as discussed by 

A&K and in the present paper is inherently static. But note that within one and the same pe-

riod, which may even be a point in time, the activities of extraction, production, recy-

cling/abatement, disposal and the transactions associated with these activities are all under-

stood to occur in a sequence of time. It is therefore appropriate to refer to ‘upstream’ or 

‘downstream’ activities in static general equilibrium analysis thus indicating that a materials 

flow perspective is adopted (e.g. Vatn 1998, Walls and Palmer 2000).  

It didn’t take great efforts to convince the academic community of the need to study large-

scale pollution problems in a general equilibrium framework. Interdependent activities always 

have been a central focus of economics, and the relevance of interdependencies in large-scale 

residuals and pollution issues was quite obvious. Following the A&K lead, the early and in-

fluential textbook of Baumol and Oates (1975) warned against the fallacies of partial equilib-

rium analysis in environmental economics.25 It is appropriate to add, though, that there is still 

much room and a need for informative partial equilibrium studies, too, such as the work on 

the household’s waste decisions reviewed by Kinnaman and Fullerton (2000). 

Following A&K, numerous subsequent studies applied general equilibrium analysis with 

economy-environment interaction ranging from highly aggregated one-sector approaches to 

models with multiple sectors. The last decade saw a strong shift toward computable general 

equilibrium analysis as an important tool for policy advice focusing on various kinds of issues 

with significant interdependence such as marketable permits, eco-taxes and climate change 

(Conrad 2002).  

Attesting the profession to have learnt the lesson of studying the materials flow and the exter-

nalities related to it in a general equilibrium framework does not yet imply that the materials 

flow is studied in line with the MBP. 

(III): The description of materials flow is incorrect, if it is not in line with the MBP.  

We don’t believe any environmental and resource economist needs to learn the lesson that the 

law of mass conservation is an ‘eternal truth’ which is at nobody’s disposal. But this insight 

did not prevent most of them from analyzing environmental issues with blatant disregard of 
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the MBP: “The relevance of the first law [of thermodynamics, R.P.] is widely accepted in 

principle among environmental and resource economists (see Ayres and Kneese, 1969), 

though the extent to which material balance is considered in practice in neoclassical analyses 

is more limited.” (Pezzey and Toman 2002, 202). On average, the professional interest in and 

the awareness of the need to correctly describe the materials flow remained moderate.26 We 

are therefore led to conclude that the profession was not willing to follow the path of virtue of 

modeling the materials flow in line with the MBP so dearly recommended to them by A&K. 

In many studies, production processes are still viewed like 30 years ago, namely “… in a 

manner that is somewhat at variance with the law of conservation of mass”. (A&K 1969, 

283).  

This observation begs two questions: What are the reasons for that refusal? What are the con-

sequences?  

One of the reasons for the disregard of the MBP may be to avoid the vast increase in analyti-

cal complexity that arises when technologies are assumed to be non-linear and the materials 

flow is described correctly. The difference in complexity in applying the technologies (1) or 

(2) illustrates that point well. Yet economists are not renowned for avoiding analytical com-

plexity when they consider it important. Therefore, laziness doesn’t seem to be a convincing 

explanation for their reluctance. Another reason for the use of truncated technologies such as 

(1) is simplification in conceptual and/or heuristic analyses as a means, similar as the ceteris-

paribus clause, to restrict and thus sharpen the focus on a specific issue. Though this is an 

acceptable argument, it is less understandable that most authors do not even mention the in-

completeness of the materials flow they focus on. Moreover, CGE studies aiming at consult-

ing policy makers certainly do not (or should not) qualify as purely expository. Yet Conrad’s 

(2002) survey on such studies does not even mention the MBP as an essential ingredient. 

CGE-studies dealing with abatement apply the emission-tax-equals-marginal-abatement-costs 

rule and hence ignore the MBP-induced deviations from that rule discussed in Section 4.2. 

Since all other reasons for the profession’s reluctance to employ the MBP that we are aware 

of are directly related to the consequences of disregarding the MBP, we now turn to looking at 

the consequences. To be more specific we reconsider the production-cum-abatement model 

that was extensively discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4.2. The question then is what are the con-

                                                                                                                                                         
25 A more recent stunning example for plausible but misleading partial equilibrium arguments is the double divi-
dend debate in the context of revenue-neutral ecological tax reforms when distortionary taxes preexist (Boven-
berg and de Mooij 1994). 
26 It is interesting to observe, however, that during the last years this topic received growing attention again in a 
number of studies with strong links to physics (e.g. Baumgärtner 2000, 2002, Faber et al. 1998). 
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sequences of employing the ‘truncated’ technology (1) instead of the correct production tech-

nology (2)? In view of our analysis above, the answer is straightforward: 

Applying the truncated technology (2) amounts to focusing on a single type of residuals (y-

residuals) only which is generated in a production activity that inevitably creates abatement 

residuals and post-consumption residuals in addition to y-residuals. Peace-meal, individual-

pollutant approaches turn out to be inefficient if the residuals ignored also cause pollution. As 

we demonstrated in Section 3.3, incompletely described production technologies ignore inter-

dependencies among wanted and unwanted outputs. If any of the ignored residuals contributes 

to pollution, the resulting rules for optimal levels of emissions (of all residuals, ignored and 

not ignored ones) fail to induce an efficient allocation and so does environmental management 

guided by those rules. The bias from basing policy recommendations on (1) rather than on (2) 

is the greater the larger are the contributions to pollution of abatement and post-consumption 

residuals. Therefore, an integrated, comprehensive environmental policy is the only policy 

approach capable to restore efficiency. In conclusion, the consequences of disregarding the 

MBP are grave in the preceding scenario. 

Although (2) is a truncated technology, it leads to correct (policy) conclusions, if and only if 

(i) y-residuals are detrimental to the environment and (ii) all other residuals (abatement re-

siduals and post-consumption residuals) contribute to pollution in a negligible way only. 

Hence (1) can be ‘reconciled’ with the MBP if waste abatement as implied by (1) really 

means the transformation of detrimental y-residuals in utterly harmless abatement residuals. 

Using (1) can also be interpreted as employing a partial free disposal assumption: If this as-

sumption turns out to be correct, i.e. if all residuals other than e can be disposed of without 

any social cost, then it suffices to employ (1) rather than (2). For studying empirical pollution 

problems, partial materials flow analysis may be an acceptable approximation in some cases 

but will be grossly inadequate in others. Under which conditions a comprehensive materials 

flow analysis is needed always depends on the problem at hand.  

The preceding observations show that there are good reasons to take a more pragmatic view 

on the issue of incompletely described materials flows keeping in mind the environmental and 

resource economists’ primary interest in the links between residuals, environmental degrada-

tion and the associated externalities. Since not all residuals are pollutants and not all pollut-

ants cause equally severe damages it follows that focusing on pollutants is more important 

than focusing on all residuals and focusing on heavy-damage pollutants is more important 

than focusing on all pollutants. The information that all mass taken from nature will eventu-
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ally be returned to nature is of limited value since environmental damage caused by the dis-

charge of residuals depends on the physical and chemical attributes of those residuals, on the 

location of discharge and on the assimilative capacities of the recipient environmental media. 

Model building has always been about focusing attention on - and restricting it to - what are 

believed to be the important building blocks and interdependencies. These choices are subjec-

tive, to a large extent, and so are decisions of the model builder as to which parts and aspects 

of the materials flow to include in and which to exclude from his or her analysis. It is as le-

gitimate to criticize incomplete mappings of the materials flow as it is to criticize any (other) 

‘restrictive’ or ‘simplifying’ assumption. But if the MBP with its implied linear constraints is 

not essential for the problem to be tackled, the analysis need not be burdened with tedious 

mass balance accounting. To follow the maxim of Okham’s razor is a reasonable research 

strategy in economics at large and therefore also when residuals and pollution are at issue. 

Making the case for keeping the MBP at a low profile with an appeal to pragmatism doesn’t 

amount to a general absolution of economists from the obligation to describe economic activi-

ties in line with the law of mass conservation. It leads us, however, to reject the sweeping 

argument that all those pieces of environmental-economic research are fundamentally flawed 

which are found guilty of not properly regarding the MBP. ‘Economics bashing’ per se is not 

a satisfactory substitute for constructive alternative analysis (Kaufmann 2001). The MBP 

needs and ought to be adhered to whenever it is an essential component of substantive analy-

sis. Yet invoking the ‘spirit of the MBP’ remains unsatisfactory in a discourse that exhausts 

itself in simply defining a mass balance framework with more or less sophisticated terms and 

identities. Models that consist of a set of accounting identities only are useful as a frame of 

reference, "… but inadequate when it comes to explaining the working of the economy" 

(Mäler 1974, p. 7). The test of the usefulness of studying the materials flow with full regard of 

the MBP are substantive non-trivial results both in theoretical and applied work obtained 

through the application of the mass balance concept.  
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